
Overview

This lesson challenges students to reflect 
on the meaning of American citizenship 
and understand its many forms—
including private action as well as public 
service. Students will explore avenues 
for individual responsibility and civic 
engagement before articulating their 
personal responses to the challenges of 
citizenship. 

Your love of liberty, your respect for 
the laws, your habits of industry, and 
your practice of the moral and religious 
obligations are the strongest claims to 
national and individual happiness. 
–George Washington, 1789

We must never forget that the highest 
appreciation is not to utter words, but 
to live by them. 
–John F. Kennedy, 1963

Objectives

Students will: 

• Define the concept of 
citizenship.

• Understand the relationship 
between private values and 
public happiness.

• Analyze the civic knowledge, 
beliefs, and behaviors of good 
citizens.

• Evaluate avenues for personal 
civic engagement and good 
citizenship.

Standards

CCE (5-8): VA1, VC1-2; VD1, VE1-5
CCE (9-12): VA1, VC1, VC2, VD4, 
VE1-5
NCHS: Strands 1, 5, 6, and 10

LESSON SIX

A PERSONAL RESPONSE TO 
AMERICAN CITIZENSHIP

Critical Engagement 
Question

How can you be a good citizen? 
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Background/Homework 10 minutes the day before

Distribute Handout A: Citizenship Poem and have students use the letters 
of the word “Citizen” to compose an acrostic poem. Encourage students to 
reflect on what they learned in previous lessons. For example:
C—cares about the rights of others
I—initiates learning about the Constitution
T—takes responsibility seriously
I—intends to put ideas in action
Z—zealously seeks information about their community, state, and nation
E—embodies America’s civic values
N—notices how actions affect others

Warm-Up 10 minutes

Write the following quotation on the board or overhead and read it aloud 
to the class. 

Your love of liberty, your respect for the laws, your habits of 
industry, and your practice of the moral and religious obligations 
are the strongest claims to national and individual happiness.  
–George Washington

Ask students: 
• Are the values Washington lists still important today?
• What does Washington mean by “national and individual” 

happiness? 
• Is there a connection between how happy individual people 

are, and how happy the nation is? 
• What about a connection between individual happiness and 

the happiness of neighborhoods, communities, or states? 

Activity  30 minutes

A. Divide students into groups of three or four and distribute Handout B: A 
Good Citizen. Give groups five minutes to brainstorm on the Handout 
about the knowledge, beliefs and actions of a good citizen.

B. Reconvene the class and invite students to share their ideas. Keep a list 
of responses on the board. (Use the Answer Key to facilitate discussion 
and supplement student responses.) For each of the responses, ask 
students: Where did you learn to do the things that make good citizens?  
At home? At church or synagogue? Boys Scouts or Girl Scouts? What 
role to private institutions play in nurturing good citizens?

Materials
• Handout A: 

Citizenship Poem
• Handout B:  

A Good Citizen
• Handout C:  

Citizen Slips
• Handout D: 

Citizenship Promise 
(optional)

• Handout E: “I Am…” 
Poem (optional)

• Handout F: 
Citizenship in Action 
(optional) 

Time
One fifty-minute class 
period
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Extensions
1. Have students 

interview local 
community leaders 
about their roles. 
They may choose 
to interview local 
government officials, 
members of the PTA 
or school board, 
church leaders, 
businesspeople, 
or entrepreneurs. 
Questions they may 
wish to ask include:
• Why did you 

choose your line 
of work?

• What are the 
advantages and 
disadvantages of 
this profession?

• How do you 
contribute to the 
community? 

2. Have students recall 
what they learned 
in today’s lesson, as 
well as the lessons 
on the Constitution 
and Bill of Rights, 
and respond to the 
following question in 
a one-page essay: How 
do the protections in 
the Constitution and 
Bill of Rights enable 
citizens to exercise the 
civic values necessary 
for good citizenship?  

C. Keep students in their small groups and have groups draw 5-10 slips 
from Handout C: Citizen Slips. In their groups, they should answer 
the question: At this point in your life, what can you do individually in 
relationship to the knowledge, belief, or action on the Citizen Slip?  

D. Ask students to put their Citizen Slips into two groups: one for those 
Slips that describe private exercise of values (e.g. providing for family, 
keeping one’s promises), and another for Slips that describe public 
applications of values (e.g. voting, running for office.) Do some slips 
overlap? 

Wrap-Up  10 minutes

Remind students of the Washington quote that introduced the lesson. 
Washington and the other Founders believed that a way to ensure the 
happiness of society was the practice of civic values and good citizenship by 
individuals. Washington says that the same kinds of beliefs and actions that 
will bring about personal happiness will also bring about national happiness. 
Do you agree with him? 

Homework

A. Have students complete Handout D: Citizenship Promise individually. 
Next time, invite students who wish to do so to post their Promises 
around the classroom and give students time to view them all. Collect 
them all at the end of class and return them to students at their 
graduation. 

B. Have students write a poem according to the model on Handout E: 
“I Am…” Poem. Depending on available resources, the poem could 
be completed on the Handout itself, on a computer with graphics, or 
mounted on construction paper with photographs or drawings. 

C. Have students keep a journal over the course of several weeks where 
they record examples of people demonstrating responsible citizenship in 
both private and public ways in their homes, schools, and communities. 
Give students Handout F: Citizenship in Action on which to record 
their observations. 
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Directions: Using the format below, create an acrostic poem that defines what a good citizen 
should know, think, believe, do, or say. You can include actions, ideas, characteristics, and 
feelings in your poem. 

HANDOUT A

CITIZENSHIP POEM 

–

–

–

–

–

–

–
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What a good citizen 
knows…

What a good citizen 
believes…

What a good citizen  
says or does…

the rights guaranteed in  
the Bill of Rights

loyalty to his or her country speaks up when someone’s 
rights are being denied 

(including his or her own) 

Directions: Drawing on your knowledge of the American Founding documents, history, and 
citizenship, complete the following chart. An example is given in each column to help you get 
started.

HANDOUT B

A GOOD CITIZEN
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Knows the names of elected representatives

Knows which government body makes laws

Knows the main ideas of the Constitution

Knows that liberty means responsibility

Knows that people can take care of themselves

Knows how a law is made

Knows the legal voting age

Knows the responsibilities of elected officials 

Knows who the American Founders were

Knows contributions of American heroes

Knows major wars and battles in history

Knows the Declaration of Independence

Knows problems facing the country today

Knows good things about America

Knows that all people are equal

Knows freedom is protected in America

Knows people depend on him or her to keep 
promises

Follows through on commitments

Believes compromise is valuable

Believes all people deserve respect

Believes people can organize to  
bring about results

Believes voting is a responsibility

Believes people are generally trustworthy

Believes that individuals can solve problems 

Respects the views of others

Obeys just laws

Gives to charity

Listens to others

Weighs pros and cons

Considers the impact of his or her  
actions on others

Believes our diverse society is united by 
common ideals

Works to change unjust laws

Disagrees with others respectfully

HANDOUT C

CITIZEN SLIPS
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Stays informed about public affairs

Acts considerately towards others

Helps victims of injustice

Persuades others using reasonable arguments

Speaks at community meetings

Serves as an elected official

Starts a business

Volunteers for charity

Participates in neighborhood watches

Runs for political office

Displays campaign buttons or signs

Contributes to political campaigns

Communicates views to public officials

Participates in organized groups

Watches TV news programs

Reads the newspaper

Listens to news on the radio

Considers the sources of news reports

Reads news articles on the Internet

Keeps promises

Pays taxes

Serves on a jury

Demonstrates in support of positions

Writes letters to the editor

Knows when government needs to be checked

Expresses opinions on radio talk shows

Reports suspicions of crimes

Serves in the military

Shops at local businesses

Invests in business

Pays bills on time

Takes care of his or her home

Provides for family

Casts informed votes

HANDOUT C

CITIZEN SLIPS (CONT.)
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Tomorrow, I promise to… _____________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Next year, I promise to…  _____________________________________

__________________________________________________________

Five years from now, I promise to… _____________________________

__________________________________________________________

Ten years from now, I promise to…  _____________________________

__________________________________________________________

Twenty years from now, I promise to…  __________________________

__________________________________________________________

_________________________  __________________  
Signed                    Date

Directions: Think about what you will know, believe, feel, do, or say as a good citizen in the days, 
weeks, and years ahead. Complete the following promise, keeping in mind  your role as a U.S. citizen. 
Also keep in mind that as you grow older, you will learn more about your country; your feelings 
about your country will deepen; and you will have more rights and more responsibilities as an adult. 

HANDOUT D

CITIZENSHIP PROMISE
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I am an American,
I wonder… ____________________________________________________
I hear… _______________________________________________________
I see… ________________________________________________________
I want…  ______________________________________________________

I am an American,
I think… ______________________________________________________
I know… ______________________________________________________
I pretend… ____________________________________________________
I feel… ________________________________________________________
I touch… ______________________________________________________
I worry… ______________________________________________________
I cry… ________________________________________________________

I am an American,
I believe… _____________________________________________________
I understand… _________________________________________________
I say… ________________________________________________________
I dream… _____________________________________________________
I try… ________________________________________________________
I hope… ______________________________________________________

I am an American. 

Directions: Complete the following poem. Your poem should refer to specific ideas, documents, 
and individuals from American history. It may rhyme, or it may not rhyme. 

HANDOUT E

“I AM…” POEM
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Private Exercise of Civic Values

Who: _______________________________________________________________________________

Did what: ____________________________________________________________________________

When/Where: ________________________________________________________________________

How: _______________________________________________________________________________

This is an example of good citizenship because:  ______________________________________________

I was affected personally by this action because: ______________________________________________

The outcome of this action was: __________________________________________________________

If this person had not acted, the outcome might have been: _____________________________________

Public Exercise of Civic Values

Who: _______________________________________________________________________________

Did what: ____________________________________________________________________________

When/Where: ________________________________________________________________________

How: _______________________________________________________________________________

This is an example of good citizenship because:  ______________________________________________

I was affected personally by this action because: ______________________________________________

The outcome of this action was: __________________________________________________________

If this person had not acted, the outcome might have been: _____________________________________

The source for my information about this act of good citizenship is:  ______________________________

Directions: Use this page to help you identify and analyze examples of good citizenship in your 
home, community, state, or country. Complete the blanks once for an example of private exercise 
of values, and one for a public application. 

HANDOUT F

CITIZENSHIP IN ACTION



12. No violation. Public school officials can conduct 
searches of students’ belongings if they have 
“reasonable suspicion” of wrongdoing, according 
to the ruling in New Jersey v, T.L.O. (1985). 

America’s Civic Values

Handout C: Civic Values and You

1. respect
2. initiative, responsibility
3. courage, responsibility, 
4. initiative, resourcefulness
5. honor, justice, responsibility
6. initiative, resourcefulness
7. honor, courage, initiative
8. honor, responsibility, perseverance
9. initiative, respect
10. courage, perseverance, 
11. honor, justice, responsibility
12. courage, respect
13. honor, justice, vigilance
14. honor, justice
15. honor, respect
16. initiative 

Handout I: Civic Values and the 
Constitution
1. initiative, responsibility

2. justice, resourcefulness

3. justice

4. justice, moderation

5. moderation

6. honor, perseverance, responsibility

7. justice, responsibility

8. honor, justice, respect

9. honor, justice, respect, responsibility

10. initiative, honor, responsibility

11. justice, respect

12. courage, initiative, perseverance, respect, 
responsibility, resourcefulness

13. justice, moderation

14. moderation, responsibility, vigilance 

A Personal Response to 
American Citizenship

Handout B: A Good Citizen

Students are likely to think of some of the following:

What a good citizen knows:
• names of their elected representatives
• which government body makes the laws in their state
• which level of government (county, city, state or 

federal) is responsible for areas such as
- setting the school bus schedule
- operating the jail
- putting out fires in the town or city
- administering tests for driver licenses
- issuing passports

• what the first ten amendments of the United States 
Constitution are called

• what the legal voting age is in their state
• how a law is made
• role of political parties 
• what government official to contact to get things done
• basic principles and organization of the United States 

Constitution
• contributions of great American heroes
• major wars/battles in American history
• problems facing the country today
• impact of racism and other forms of injustice 

throughout American history
• knows when government needs to be checked

What a good citizen believes:
• compromise is valuable
• people are equal and deserve respect
• you must respects the views of people with whom you 

disagree
• organizing and taking action with others can bring 

about results
• members of the community can serve as citizen role 

models
• freedom is protected in America
• voting is a responsibility as well as a right
• ethnic diversity enriches the nation
• the American political system has many strong points
• an individual can make a difference in his or her 

community
• people are generally trustworthy

jdavis
Typewritten Text
ANSWER KEY



• individuals have a responsibility to make society better

What a good citizen does or says:
• communicates ideas to others
• listens to others
• obeys just laws
• works to change unjust laws
• works to reach compromises
• weighs pros and cons
• stays informed about public affairs
• acts considerately toward those who are different from 

them
• reports suspicions of crime or terrorism
• helps victims of injustice 
• stands up for his or her beliefs
• persuades others
• writes letters to public officials
• speaks in public at community meetings
• volunteers in the community
• participates in organized groups and clubs such as

- religious groups
- political groups
- environmental groups
- youth organizations

• runs for political office
• works for political candidates
• displays campaign buttons, signs or stickers
• contributes to political campaigns
• communicates views to public officials
• writes Letters to the Editor
• expresses opinions on radio talk shows
• signs petitions
• refuses to buy a product because of conditions under 

which it was made
• works to solve community problems
• serves in the military
• votes in elections
• works for the government
• reads the newspaper
• reads news articles on the Internet
• watches news programs
• listens to news on the radio
• talks about current events
• pays taxes
• serves on a jury
• helps to raise money for charities
• marches or demonstrates in support of positions

Sources: 

The Civic and Political Health of the Nation:  A 
Generational Portrait.  CIRCLE:  The Center for 
Information and Research on Civic Learning and 
Engagement.  2002.

Kids Grade the Constitution:  National Constitution 
Center Youth Poll. http://www.constitutioncenter.org/
PressRoom/PressReleases/asset_upload_file552_2679.pdf

North Carolina Civic Education Consortium Civic Index:  
Measures of Citizenship. http://www.civics.unc.edu/pdfs/
newyouth_surveyresults.pdf

Themes Emphasized in Social Studies and Civics Classes:  
New Evidence. http://www.civicyouth.org/PopUps/fact_
sheet_civic_ed.pdf
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